AS YOU PREPARE TO SEE THIS PRODUCTION

A modern audience can be puzzled by Restoration plays because both their society and theatre were very different from our own. In the theatre, musics and scene shifts were openly signalled by the stage manager with a whistle. Lighting could not change for a night scene as we take for granted today. There were no curtain calls. Only the furniture required for the scene was actually used, other furniture and decorations simply being painted on the scenery. All of this was because no one yet assumed that the theatre should be a duplication of real life. Rather, it was accepted as a performance, much as we consider a concert or a stand-up comedian today.

The costumes and customs which we consider artificial and overdecorated were modelled directly on the upper classes of the time. Mores and morals which seem liberal at best to us were norms both on the stage and in the city. The verbal brilliance which the finest authors wrote, they learned in the court and the drawing rooms of their time because the coming Age of Reason placed a premium on control of emotion and quickness of mind.

Some words and phrases which are uncommon to us:
chirurgeon--surgeon, physician, practicing a less exact science than today
cuckold--a man whose wife has been unfaithful. "Horns," the traditional sign of the cuckold, give Horner his name--someone who cuckold (puts horns on) other men.
the eighteen-penny place--the middle gallery of the theatre where sat those who did not wish to be noticed
fop--one of the overdressed, overchic, underwitted members of the entourage which enthusiastically pursued the King's favors and the approval of their friends in upper class society
frank--liberal, generous
to make love--to declare love, rather than the considerably more graphic meaning of today
vizard-mask--a half-mask worn by ladies to shield both their complexions and their identities in public
Whitehall--the King's residence where the most important members of society congregated to outsparkle their peers

Finally, a presumption of this play is that someone back from France likely had fallen to the "French disease"--venereal disease, sometimes cured with mercury at the accidental price of impotence--reflecting the heartfelt English attitude about the French which every Restoration audience would enthusiastically embrace.
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The Scene: London, 1675

The play will be performed with one ten-minute interval.

*Denotes membership in Alpha Psi Omega, national theatre honorary.
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